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Abstract— Using cloud storage customers can remotely store
their data but cloud data storage redefines the security issues
related to the user outsourced data. Single service provider is
not sufficient for providing the high security to the customer’s
outsourced data. In order to achieving better privacy and
availability user’s data can be divided into the number of data
blocks and can be distributed over the available service
provider’s. For successful retrieval of whole user data threshold
number of service provider’s should take part into it. In this
paper, we proposed a secured cost-effective multi-cloud storage
model in cloud computing which provide cost effective solution
for the users outsourced data privacy and availability.

Our approach will provides the better decision model for
cloud computing customers that provides the better security
by diving and distributing data to the multiple service
provider’s and acquiring better availability of data by
maintaining data redundancy distribution of data. In this
approach service provider cannot access any meaningful data
by retrieving the data stored on their server.

Index Terms— SCMCS , Cloud Computing , SP , Privacy ,
Availability

I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing has been envisioned as the next generation
information technology architecture for data storage because
of its various advantages like on demand services, location
independent services, pay-per-service. It is beneficial for user
to store their data remotely to the cloud without worrying of
managing storage with the universal access to the data. As
well as the various advantages of cloud computing it also
brings the some disadvantages and challenges towards the
users outsourced data. Privacy and availability are the major
issues in cloud computing which we have to address.
It is very insufficient for user’s outsourced data to
depend on the single service provider for the better security
and availability of his data. We can achieve the better privacy
and availability by dividing user data into number of blocks
and spread them among the available service provider in such
way that retrieval of whole user data is only possible if
threshold number of service provider takes part into it.
To address this issue we proposed the economical
distribution of user’s data into available service provider’s in
the market, to provide the privacy as well as the availability
to user’s outsourced data. We divides the customers data and
Procedure for Paper Submission
Stored on multiple clouds as per the customers budget and
also gives a decision to customer to which service provider’s
he must use for the data access. In this way customer can
access the data with better quality of service in his budget.
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Fig.System Architecture

II. CLOUD SERVISES
The cloud computing provided the following services
A. IaaS:
Is a Infrastructure as a Service use a contracted as a
pay-per-use fee .This is minimize the hardware requirement
for example minimize the computing hardware servers,
Networking devices etc.
Is allow user to consume infrastructure as a service .Iaas only
provides basic security and application is moving into the
cloud will need higher levels of security provided at the
service.
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B. PaaS:
Is a Platform as a service is software and developments
tool hosted on the service providers servers.
It provides the complete software development life cycle
management. Platform as a service cloud layer works, PaaS
used the virtual system for catalyst the server.
To used the virtual system for the purpose of to protected the
malicious code. It maintaining the Integrity and
authentication of a system.
C. SaaS:
Is a Software as a Service is a distribution software model.
Is a application level service to provide the software
middleware for the infrastructure and Platform. PaaS is a
licensing model, it provide business software functionality.
It support associated complexity of installation, SaaS is
designed to support many concurrent user. Access using web
browser for Internet.
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Cloud computing generally refers to the online services like
online software application, data storage and processing
powers which are pay per use services. Cloud computing is
mostly use for dynamically increase the processing
capabilities or add capabilities. Cloud computing has the
potential to become a frontrunner in promoting a secure,
virtual and economically viable IT solution in the future.
A huge amount of data being retrieved from
geographically distributed servers, and non localized data
handling, creates such a change in technological. One of the
prominent services provided in cloud computing is the cloud
data storage.
In cloud computing, customers have to pay for data
storage services. This service does not only provides flexible
and scalable data storage, it also provides customers with the
benefit of paying only for the block of data they needs to
stored for a particular amount of time, without any worries
about of efficient storage mechanism and maintainability
issues and challenges with large amounts of data storage.
Along with these various advantages, cloud data storage also
redefines the security issues based on customer’s outsourced
data (Data which is not stored on customer’s server). Since
cloud service providers are separate market entities. Security
and privacy are most common issues need to be addressed in
cloud computing. Cloud computing has done major
advancements to the IT industry. Cloud computing brought
up rapid enhancement in to the industries and business. The
most important and common security and privacy issues
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related to the user outsourced data which is processing on
remote machine that are not managed by customer. With
cloud computing user can see virtual infrastructure built on
non-trusted physical hardware and operating environment.
The cloud customer should be able to control and manage the
different privacy techniques important to protect sensitive
outsourced data.
Customers should be aware through a secure privacy auditing
process of all the operations carried out to secure the storage
and processing of their sensitive data. Paas allows for the
secure storage, processing, and auditing of user’s confidential
data by using cryptography. Using tamper-proof
cryptographic coprocessors provides a secure and trusted
execution domain in the computing cloud that is physically
and logically protected from unauthorized access. Cloud is
just internet based: email exists somewhere on some another
machine, we don’t know where the exactly exists .We have
some servers that store email, videos, and pictures, anything
else where is that server and where exist we don’t know. That
data is stored on cloud on server or server of servers. When
we want that data we just access the data with the internet this
is the power of cloud.
Clouds are very beneficial for business activities like for data
storage, online applications. Cloud computing combine the
virtualization and internet connectivity for accessing the
services and applications. The problem with the cloud
computing is security. In India for online tatkaal ticket
booking is a major problem for customers. Thus with the help
of cloud computing we can solve these issues. Thus
maintaining security is a main challenge of cloud computing.
Cloud Computing has been envisioned as the next-generation
information technology (IT) architecture for enterprises and
business due to its long list of advantages in the IT history
like on-demand services, anywhere network access, location
independent resource services, rapid resource elasticity and
pay per use. Since cloud service providers (CSP) are separate
administrative entities, data outsourcing is actually
relinquishing user’s flexible control over their data. The
correctness of the user outsourced data in the cloud
computing is being put at risk due to the following reasons.
One most fundamental aspect of this is that data is being
centralized or outsourced to the cloud. As users no longer
physically possess the storage of their outsourced data,
traditional cryptographic techniques for the purpose of data
security cannot be directly adopted.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we proposed a secured cost-effective
multi-cloud storage in cloud computing for data security in
cloud computing. In this System we utilize the AES(Advance
Encryption Standard) Algorithm. Our third party decision
model provides the decision for user’s data storage with the
better security and quality of service for data storage with the
customer available budget
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